Abstract. The basic colour terms for black and white are studied in four archaic and two contemporary linguistic norms of the Chinese language. It is presented that studied Chinese linguistic norms use a common term for white and three different terms for black. It is suggested that the different basic colour terms for black might originate from different source languages. The study supports a panchronic language development instead of a diachronic one, and includes introductions to histories of the Chinese linguistic norms.
Introduction
The task of the present article is to study basic colour terms for black and white in panchronic Chinese, more precisely in archaic and contemporary linguistic norms of the Chinese language.
A linguistic norm is "the historically determined aggregate of linguistic means in common use in a given language; also, the rules governing the choice and use of such meansrules that have become generally accepted by a specifi c linguistic community during a specifi c historical period" (Itskovich 1968) . A linguistic norm is comparable to a standard language in synchronic studies. In this article, most studied linguistic norms are literary norms of written languages. They can be simply understood as Chinese languages or dialects. I avoid judging whether they are languages or dialects.
It is conventionally known that the Chinese language has multiple terms for black. At present, the most common one is 6506 黑 (hēi/hắc)1 . But in ancient texts, 7384 
玄
(xuán/huyền) is normally seen. In dialectal texts and some coined terms, 70CF 烏 (wū/ô) is often seen. The relationships of these terms have not been studied in detail. Theoretically, there are three possibilities:
(a) They are actually terms for slightly different tones of black, such as dark black, light black etc. This is a synchronic view favoured by Chinese semantics.
(b) They are actually terms for black in different historical stages of the Chinese language. This is a diachronic view welcomed by "Comparative-Historical Linguistics". Its theatrical base goes back to the Tree Model of language development (Schleicher 1863) .
(c) They are actually terms for black in different source languages of the Chinese language. This is a panchronic view contributed by the present study. Its theatrical base goes back to the Wave Model of language development (Schmidt 1872) .
Unlike the complexity of black, the circumstance of white is simple. The Chinese language has a common term for white:
. This is confi rmed in the present study. In general, the present study produces qualifi ed linguistic results that meet the requirements of further research by both Western linguistics and Sino-linguistics (classical Chinese linguistics).
The present study focuses on black and white, because they are the most elementary colour terms according to the evolutionary theory of basic colour terms set by Berlin and Kay (1969: 6-7) . However, the present study does not attempt to discuss the general application of the evolutionary theory of basic colour terms.
Jingyi Gao 1 In this article, I have elevated most Chinese data to an advanced academic level to make the data clearer to universal readers. A relevant Chinese term is regularly represented by its DOM number (Unicode sequence number of a primary glyph of a Chinese etymon, for specifi c references), primary glyph (for Chinese references), primary reading in Pinyin and primary reading in Sino-Vietnamese (for general references). Sino-Vietnamese is an incumbent Latin orthography that is clearer to non-Chinese readers. Moreover, it fi ts some southern tongues of the Chinese language.
Review of previous studies
Previously, the same theme has been partially dealt with by many scholars.
The American anthropologist Brent Berlin and the American linguist Paul Kay (1969: 84, 92 ) studied Mandarin and Cantonese in their initial studies on basic colour terms.
This study investigated basic colour terms in Mandarin and Cantonese using lexicological and experimental methods. The criteria of a basic colour term set by Berlin and Kay (1969: 6-7) were: "(i) It is monolexemic; that is, its meaning is not predictable from the meaning of it parts. [...] (ii) Its signifi cation is not included in that of any color term. [...] (iii) Its application must not be restricted to a narrow class of objects. [...] ] for white, in Cantonese.
Fourteen years later, another American scholar, who specialised in Chinese language and linguistics, William H. Baxter (1983) , released an English article of a study on Chinese basic colour terms: "A look at the history of Chinese color terminology".
This study investigated basic colour terms in "Old Chinese" 2 using philological methods. The studied materials were «Shi [詩]» (0N: Throne Zhou [宗周] ) and «Shuowenjiezi [說文解 字]» (121). The applied criteria of a basic colour term were cited from the criteria of Berlin and Kay (1969: 6-7) .
According to the results of this study, the basic colour terms for black and white should be: 白 (bái/bạch) for white, in "the later period (770BC~220AD) [of 'Old Chinese'] , perhaps ending with the Han dynasty" [the Qin-Han-Jin literary norm (221BCE~589CE) ]. Nineteen years after the evolutionary theory of basic colour terms set by Berlin and Kay, a Chinese scholar, who specialised in foreign languages and linguistics, Yáo XiǎoPíng [姚小 平] (1988) , released the fi rst Chinese review on the evolutionary theory of basic colour terms, including a study on Chinese basic colour terms.
This study investigated basic colour terms in Chinese using philological methods. The studied materials were "tens of conventional and classical literatures", without details. The applied criteria of a basic colour term were translated from the criteria of Berlin and Kay (1969: 6-7) .
According to the results of this study, the basic colour terms for black and white should be: (1996) , released an English article of a study on Chinese colour terms, "Colour terms in Shang oracle bone inscriptions", including an approach to choosing the basic colour terms.
This study investigated colour terms in the oldest Chinese language using philological methods. The studied materials were the Shang oracle bone inscriptions. The criteria of a basic colour term were not clarifi ed.
According to the results of this study, the basic colour terms for black and white in "Late Shang Chinese" [the Fine Shang literary norm (2008) , released two Chinese articles of a study on Chinese basic colour terms.
This study investigated basic colour terms in panchronic Chinese ("Old Chinese", modern Chinese and Chinese dialects) using philological methods and corpus-linguistic statistical methods. The studied materials for "Old Chinese" were not specifi ed. The results for "Old Chinese" relied on previous studies. The studied materials for modern Chinese were modern literary works by over 600 writers. The studied materials for Chinese dialects were parts of a dictionary series (2002) . The applied criteria of basic colour terms were translated from the criteria of Berlin and Kay (1969: 6-7) .
According to the results of this study, the basic colour terms for black and white in both "Old Chinese" and modern Chinese should be: . In some dialects [of the surrounding areas], both terms are used.
Three years later, another Chinese scholar, who specialised in English language and linguistics, Wú JiànShè [吳建設] (2011), released an English article of a study on Chinese basic colour terms: "The evolution of basic color terms in Chinese".
This study investigated basic colour terms in Chinese using philological and corpus-linguistic statistical methods. The studied materials were contemporary dictionaries of Chinese oracle bone inscriptions and bronze inscriptions, the oldest conventional and classical texts [its corpus is similar to the previous study of Xú (1999) ] and the 25 historiographies of China (0N: dated from 93 BCE to 1929 CE). The applied criteria of basic colour terms were cited from the theory of Berlin and Kay (1969: 6-7) .
According to the results of this study, the basic colour terms for black and white should be: 1 
Materials and methods

Materials
A total of six linguistic norms of the Chinese language are studied. The fi ve national norms are most representative of the Chinese language. The Min regional norm is chosen because the remarkable regional difference in the basic colour terms for black exists there, according to the previous study of Xiè (2008) .
( ]" is an ethnonym with a concrete etymology that means "know from outside [从外知內也] (121: #1449)".
The Fine Shang Empire is the fi rst, both historically and archaeologically, attested regime in China. It existed from ca. 1300 BCE to 1046 BCE, based in eastern central China (around present-day Anyang).
The Fine Shang Empire left its written language on oracle bones, which are commonly called oracle bone inscriptions. The oracle bone inscriptions were fi rst discovered and deciphered by contemporary scholars in the 20th century.
In the present study, a cí-book (polymorphemic dictionary with concrete etymological correlations) of the oracle bone inscriptions (Yáo 1989) The Throne Zhou Empire left its written language on bronze artefacts, which are commonly called Chinese bronze inscriptions. In addition to the bronze artefacts, books made of bamboo and wooden slips began to be produced in the Cheng Zhou Empire. The fi rst books, entitled with single morphemes, are generally acknowledged as the oldest conventional books of the Throne Zhou Empire, and they were reissued in the Cheng Zhou Empire. Later books with longer titles are known as the classical literature of the feudal states.
In the present study, a concrete etymological correlation of the bronze inscriptions (Róng 1925 (Róng [1985 ) has been accessed.
It is a source of materials. The etymological correlations have been generally agreed to and followed. The interpretations have been considered but not followed. The conventional texts «Shi [ 詩, 'poems']» and «Yi [易, 'logic']» which originated from the norm, have been accessed and used as the primary references for literary attestations.
The conventional text «Shu [書, 'writings']» has not been studied, because it is clear that many editions of this text were faked by people in later regimes and, it is diffi cult to select the original layers. Editions of this text were faked because it contains political histories and ideological issues. ]" is an ethnonym with a concrete etymology that means "a sort of grain [禾名]" (121: #4429).
The Qin State was originally a feudal state granted by the Cheng Zhou Empire in 770 BCE. It was based in north-west China (around present-day Baoji). In 256 BCE, the Cheng Zhou Empire fell when the emperor surrendered to a military expedition of the Qin Kingdom and then died of depression. No new emperor was named. The Qin Kingdom also defeated the other major kingdoms, and fi nally gained sole control of the sovereignty in 221 BCE.
After the unifi cation, the King of Qin declared himself the emperor of Qin. There were major linguistic changes. For example, the primary Chinese term for emperor was changed from 天子 'the son of heaven' to 皇帝 'king-deity'. The linguistic norms of the other feudal states were banned.
The Qin Empire fell in 207 BCE in rebellions led by revived feudal powers. Most of the books of Qin were burnt in revenge, and therefore details of the linguistic norm of the Qin Empire were lost. A classical book, «Erya [爾雅]» was likely a standard dictionary of the Qin Empire. Glosses used in this dic-tionary form a lexicon that is similar to the standard lexicon of the Han Empire. Some studies on archaeological Qin books (e.g. Wèi 2003: 3-32) have also corroborated this coherence.
After a new war among the feudal powers, the Han [漢] feudal state gained sole control of the sovereignty in 202 BCE and declared the Han Empire. The Han regime was based in the same principal territory of Qin. Most likely, the linguistic norm remained identical.
The Han Empire lasted over 400 years. It was the most important regime in Chinese history. The term "Han" is still a valid endonym for the Han-Chinese nation. It was originally a hydronym [漾也] (121: #6971).
Books made of paper began to be produced in the Han Empire. Numerous books of this linguistic norm have survived to the present day. Among the books, the fi rst zì-book (monomorphemic dictionary with concrete etymological correlations), «Shuowenjiezi [說文解字] » (121), is the most important linguistic text. Its author was an imperial offi cer.
In 220 CE, the prime minister of Han achieved a peaceful take-over, gained the throne and renamed the country the Wei [ 魏] Empire. In the same way, in 266, the prime minister of Wei gained the throne and renamed the regime the Jin [晉] Empire. In 316, non-Han-Chinese troops captured the capital of the Jin Empire. In 317, the Jin Empire, with a huge population, evacuated to southern China.
The Jin Empire held Chinese sovereignty for about 155 years. In this era, Buddhism became the primary belief in China. This may be the reason why Buddhist neighbouring countries acquired the term "Jin" as an exonym for China. It is now the widest used exonym for China. It is etymologically identical to the Sanskrit "Cīna", the Persian "Čin", the Greek "Κίνα", the Latin "Sinae", the French "Chine", the English/German/ Spanish "China", etc. Because of this term, we can say that this linguistic norm is the real and original "Chinese". Up to that point, Chinese sovereignty had shifted without linguistic changes, because there were only changes in the ruling houses; the ruling population remained the same.
In 589, the Chen Empire was defeated and annexed by the Sui [隋] Empire from northern China. This marked the end of the Qin-Han-Jin norm.
In the present study, the standard dictionaries (121, 543) of this literary norm have been accessed and analysed. In the case of uncertain denotations, some common texts of this literary norm have been accessed and analysed.
Common texts must be non-linguistic and non-historiographical. Linguistic texts may consist of different lects. For example, the fi rst dialectal dictionary, «...fangyan [輶軒使者絕代 語釋別國方言]» (18), is a dictionary from dialectal tongues to a national tongue. Historiographical texts may consist of a large number of citations from different linguistic norms. In Chinese historiographies, there is no need to translate written data from different linguistic norms, as long as they are written in Chinese glyphs. For example, they are even valid for Japanese names and coined terms. The Sui- Tang In 439, it gained sole control in northern China. In 440, the emperor offi cially converted to Taoism. In 444, the emperor ordered a ban on Buddhism. In 493, the empire moved its capital to Luoyang [洛陽] , the former capital of the Jin Empire, changed its national language to Chinese and banned its own language.
The new linguistic norm of the Second Wei Empire may have been based on a Chinese dialect in Pingcheng, where the ruling population fi rst acquired the Chinese language.
In 557, the prime minister of Wei achieved a peaceful take-over, gained the throne and renamed the regime the [Second] Zhou [周] Empire. In 581, a general of Zhou gained the throne and renamed the regime the Sui Empire.
Because there was no change of the ruling population, the linguistic norm remained identical.
In 589, the Sui Empire defeated and annexed the Chen Empire in southern China, thus gaining de jure Chinese sovereignty. Its linguistic norm became the national norm.
Printing technology was developed in the Sui Empire. As a result, a large number of their texts have survived to the present day. Among the texts, standard dictionaries are numerous. A common outline and similar contents of standard dictionaries were used until the fall of the Greater Song Empire. This indicates that the same linguistic norm was maintained.
In 1276, the capital of the Greater Song Empire was seized by the Mongolian-ruled Great Yuan [大元] Empire. In 1279, the last Song emperor died in the last battle against Yuan troops. The fall of the Greater Song Empire marked the end of the SuiTang-Song literary norm.
In the present study, the standard dictionaries (1008, 1043) of this literary norm have been accessed and analysed. In the case of uncertain denotations, some common texts of this literary norm have been accessed and analysed. In 202 BCE, the Yan Kingdom was again granted by the Han Empire. In 196 BCE, the kingdom was dissolved after the king was defeated in his confl icts with the emperor.
In 238 CE, a local lord was remotely granted as the King of Yan by the local Wu Empire in southern China, but in the same year the kingdom was conquered and dissolved by the Wei Empire.
In 337, a non-Han-Chinese dynasty named Murong [慕容], which had already controlled the region, declared the Yan Kingdom again. In 341, it was offi cially granted by the Jin Empire. In 352, it was upgraded to a local empire. In 370, it was defeated and annexed by another local empire ruled by another non-HanChinese nation. In 384, the local Yan Empire was restored by the same Murong dynasty. In 409, the throne of Yan was gained by another dynasty named Feng [馮] . In 429, the local Yan Empire was defeated and annexed by the Second Wei Empire.
In 911, a local lord declared the Great Yan [大燕] Empire in the same region. In 912, it was defeated and annexed by the Second Liang Empire. This ended the last restoration of the Yan State.
The Yan tongue might have been the linguistic norm in all the local regimes, though linguistic evidence has not been studied.
The . In 1912, the Republic of China was founded in Nanjing, but soon moved its capital to Beijing, after the abdication of the last Qing emperor. There were struggles over the establishment of a new national linguistic norm. Finally, in 1923, the modern linguistic norm was established with a lexical foundation of the common language in northern China ["Mandarin"] and a phonetic foundation of the Beijing dialect of the Yan tongue of the Chinese language [新國音] . It is almost identical to the spoken language in Beijing.
In 1928, the Republic of China moved its capital back to Nanjing without changing the linguistic norm. After the major campaigns of the Chinese Civil War, in 1949 the People's Republic of China was founded in Beijing.
The modern norm is now maintained in parallel in mainland China and in Taiwan. It is commonly called "the modern HanChinese tongue [現代漢語] " and "the common tongue [普通話]" in mainland China, but the "national tongue [國語]" in Taiwan.
In the present study, the standard dictionaries (1994 [1997] , 1998) of this linguistic norm have been accessed and analysed. Contemporary attestations are provided. The present Min linguistic norm is conventionally set to its most developed dialect, the Xiamen (Amoy) dialect. There is an academic dictionary called "the dictionary of the Xiamen dialect [厦門方言詞典]" (1993) . In Taiwan, the Min linguistic norm is offi cially set. It has a standard dictionary called "the dictionary of usual words of the Min tongue in Taiwan In the present study, the standard dictionaries (1993, 1998 [2011] ) of this linguistic norm have been accessed and analysed. Contemporary attestations are provided.
Methods
Classical philological methods are used in collecting and analysing linguistic data. Dates and layers of texts are carefully handled. Notes and addenda in reissued texts are excluded.
Only basic colour terms are presented. Generally, nonbasic colour terms are not presented unless there is a need to contradict opposite suggestions by previous studies.
My criteria of a basic colour term are listed below: [They are comparable but not identical to the criteria of Berlin and Kay (1969: 6-7 It is a one-zì (monomorphemic) colour term. It is not a secondary synonym of another colour term. It is not a hyponym of another colour term. It is applied to many items having a black colour (e.g. humans, cattle, sheep and dogs); therefore, its application is not restricted to a narrow class of objects having the colour. In conclusion, it is a basic colour term for black.
☆The colour term for white [
] is attested 94 times, and applied on 26 occasions: (1) 白人 *'white human' It is a one-zì (monomorphemic) colour term. It is not a secondary synonym of another colour term. It is not a hypoBasic colour terms for black and white in Chinese 8 7FBC 羌 (qiāng/khương) "Germa" is an important ethnonym in Ancient China, a major enemy of Fine Shang, but an origin of Throne Zhou. It has been glossed as "people who domesticate sheep" (121: #2345). According to previous etymological studies ( Gāo 2008) , the ethnonym is connected to Germanic, and the language is compared to Germanic languages. 9 As in Germanic, different etyma were used for cattle with distinctions regarding gender and age. The modern linguistic norm of Chinese uses just one etymon for Tribe Bovini.
nym of another colour term. It is applied to many items having a white colour (e.g. humans, horses, sheep, dogs, foxes and pigs); therefore, its application is not restricted to a narrow class of objects having the colour. In conclusion, it is a basic colour term for white. GENERAL ANNULMENT regarding a notion [" 5E7D 幽 (yō u/ưu) for black"] in the previous studies Yáo (1988) and Wu (2011) . Additionally, Wang (1996) . [This confi rms the previous study of Wang (1996) .] LIMITATION: Archaeological texts that originated from the linguistic norm have not been directly accessed and analysed, but have been studied through contemporary collections and studies. Previous scholars have only identifi ed etyma of colour terms in historical and contemporary lects. Theoretically, the Fine Shang norm could have other colour terms that were not inherited by the later lects. However, it is less possible that there could be some other basic terms for black and white than the current terms. It is a one-zì (monomorphemic) colour term. It is not a secondary synonym of another colour term. It is not a hyponym of another colour term. It is applied to many items having a white colour (e.g. clouds, dew, horses, dresses and birds); therefore, its application is not restricted to a narrow class of objects having the colour. In conclusion, it is a basic colour term for white.
GENERAL ANNULMENT regarding a notion [" 6506 黑 (hēi/hắc) for black"] in the previous studies of Yáo (1988) , Xú (1999) and Xiè (2008) .
The term 6506 黑 (hēi/hắc) is actually not a basic colour term for black. [This somewhat agrees with the previous studies of Baxter (1983) and Wu (2011) .] The term is attested only two times:
(
It is applied to a few items with a black colour (e.g. crows and certain horses); therefore, its application is restricted to a narrow class of objects having the colour. It could be a secondary synonym of another term for the colour left by the previously dominant Fine Shang norm. It is a one-zì (monomorphemic) colour term. It is not a secondary synonym of another colour term. It is not a hyponym of another colour term. It is applied to many items having a white colour (e.g. dresses, hair and fl owers); therefore, its application is not restricted to a narrow class of objects having the colour. In conclusion, it is a basic colour term for white.
SUMMARY: In the Qin-Han-Jin literary norm, the basic colour term for black is . [This confi rms the previous studies of Yáo (1988) and Wu (2011) It is a one-zì (monomorphemic) colour term. It is not a secondary synonym of another colour term. It is not a hyponym of another colour term. It is applied to many items having a black colour (e.g. martens, fi ngers and tops); therefore, its application is not restricted to a narrow class of objects having the colour. In conclusion, it is a basic colour term for black.
☆Three examples of literary uses of the colour term for white [ It is a one-zì (monomorphemic) colour term. It is not a secondary synonym of another colour term. It is not a hyponym of another colour term. It is applied to many items having a white colour (e.g. clouds, cranes and alcohol); therefore, its application is not restricted to a narrow class of objects having the colour. In conclusion, it is a basic colour term for white.
In summary, in the Sui-Tang-Song literary norm, the basic colour term for black is . [This confi rms the previous studies of Yáo (1988) and Wu (2011).] Limitation: Same as the limitation given for the Sui-TangSong literary norm. It is a one-zì (monomorphemic) colour term. It is not a secondary synonym of another colour term. It is not a hyponym of another colour term. It is applied to many items having a black colour (e.g. sheep, rye and cars); therefore, its application is not restricted to a narrow class of objects having the colour. In conclusion, it is a basic colour term for black.
☆Three examples of contemporary uses of the colour term for white [ It is a one-zì (monomorphemic) colour term. It is not a secondary synonym of another colour term. It is not a hyponym of another colour term. It is applied to many items having a white colour (e.g. sheep, rice and cars); therefore, its application is not restricted to a narrow class of objects having the colour. In conclusion, it is a basic colour term for white.
SUMMARY: In the modern linguistic norm, the basic colour term for black is . [This confi rms the previous studies of Yáo (1988) , Xiè (2008) and Wu (2011 . [This confi rms the previous study of Xiè (2008) ]. (hēi/hắc) exists in their own language, but that it is not primarily used for the black colour. Nevertheless, on the same issue, literate English speakers without specialised knowledge of etymology are unable to tell other Germanic people that the etymon E.#2
(swart/schwarz) exists in their own language, but that it is not primarily used for the black colour.
In summary, in Western texts, linguistic data with the same alphabets can be lexically identical; in Chinese texts, lin-guistic data with the same Chinese glyphs are not necessarily lexically identical but should be etymologically identical (excluding applications of the Semantically Read Forms [訓讀/訓 読み (kunyomi) ]).
To make the results more understandable in the Western way, I decode the Chinese etyma to the Etymologically Read Forms [音讀/音読み (onyomi) ] in Table 3 . However, the archaic linguistic norms cannot be easily decoded to ERF that make sense in the Western way, because their ERF data were omitted or given in Chinese texts of Sinophonology. I will not pursue this issue further, because it is not required in the present non-phonological study.
Basic colour terms for black and white in Chinese 
[pa ]
[ an ]
[ u ]
[hi an ]
[ ] ) 
Overview
Basic colour terms for black and white in studied linguistic norms of the Chinese language are summarised in Table 4 . Table 4 . Basic colour terms for black and white in Chinese.
All the studied colour terms belong to four etyma. Semantic assignations of the etyma in the studied norms are demonstrated in Table 5 . ] in common with the language of Fine Shang.
From the Qin Empire through the empires of Han, Wei, Jin, Song, Qi and Liang to the Chen Empire, for over 800 years, sovereignty shifted without major linguistic changes. Even though the Jin Empire, with a huge population, evacuated to southern China in 317 CE, some linguistic changes were not greater than those between British and American English. Therefore, the same national literary norm was kept, called the Qin-Han-Jin literary norm in the present study.
The Sui Empire defeated and annexed the Chen Empire in 589 CE. This resulted in major linguistic changes. However, the linguistic changes did not involve the basic colour terms for black and white. These two basic colour terms remained the same, not because there was no diachronic change, but because there was no synchronic difference between the foundational dialects of the linguistic norms.
At ]. [Pointed out by the previous study of Xiè (2008) . The previous study did not consider it as a basic colour term in the dialect. Its status is not researched in the present study.] This may have been determined by the ancient dominant Throne Zhou language. Its ancient ERF is *ɣiwen (Guō 1986: 225) by the previous study of Xiè (2008) The use of this term for black extends to some dialects of other tongues of the Chinese language in the surrounding area of the Min zone. Generally, the more remote the location, the less chance that this term for black is used. This phenomenon can be best explained by the Wave Model of language development.
In summary, the term 767D 白 (bái/bạch) for white is of SinoGermanic [-Finnic-Baltic-Slavic] The overview of the colour terms confl icts with the synchronic view and the diachronic view but supports the panchronic view of language development.
The synchronic view may claim that the different terms for black are actually terms for slightly different tones of black. Its major weakness is that non-primary terms are more often attested as abstract or concrete notions (such as 'crow', 'peaceful' and 'abstruse') rather than slightly different tones of black (to be fair, there is just one attestation: 'black with red'). The balance is unreasonable. Only the panchronic view solves this problem. The fact is that the Throne Zhou term for crow and the Min term for black are etymologically identical. This is comparable to the fact that the English term for Negroid "negro" and the Spanish term for black "negro" are etymologically identical.
The diachronic view may claim that there are different terms for black in different diachronic stages of the Chinese language. Its major weakness is that it requires a backward evolution after the Throne Zhou, while the more ancient Fine Shang term for black must come back. The backward evolution is unreasonable. Only the panchronic view solves this problem. Fine Shang and Throne Zhou used different but related languages. Their similar languages had a few differences in very elementary terms, including the term for black (but not the term for white). Throne Zhou ruled the country of Fine Shang for about 275 years, and therefore managed to impose the usage of their term for black instead of the Fine Shang term for black. After the fall of the Throne Zhou Empire, the term for black in the new standard language was etymologically identical to the Fine Shang term for black. This makes it seem that the Fine Shang term came back. This is comparable to a case in which there is a town that has been ruled by the Dutch, English and German languages in turn, and meanwhile the languages have adopted the Chinese writing system, which means that they are etymologically written. In the texts of this town, we see a common term for white (Etymon#3 (wit/white/weiss) ) but two terms for black (the DutchGerman Etymon#2
(zwart/schwarz) and the English Etymon#1 (black) ). The English one appears in the middle. It has nothing to do with a backward evolution in the language of the town.
Moreover, the diachronic view does not fi t the actual history of the Chinese language. The fi rst dialectal lexicographic work in China (18) recorded greater dialectal differences in lexis. If people still defend the Tree Model, they must assume that languages developed enough in the Tree Model before the documentation [and then most branches had to fade or fuse to get the present-day picture]. Is there any scientifi c theory that must avoid attested data?
Actually, it is more reasonable to suggest that the language development resembles a water system. There were more language varieties in the beginning. They are comparable to fountains and brooks. The fountains and brooks have fl owed together to become a river. The rivers have fl owed together to become a bigger river. This is my Water Model, following a panchronic view of language development.
The Tree Model was based on an assumed single root of languages according to the suggested single origin of species. In the 19th century, people did not expect that there could be so many unrelated languages outside Eurasia. Nowadays, we are understanding that human languages developed independently much later than the common origin of human. There were more unrelated languages in the past. Most languages became extinct sooner, as the small brooks. A few languages have survived longer as the big rivers.
Conclusions
In the Fine Shang literary norm, the basic colour term for black is . [This confi rms the previous study of Wang (1996).] In the Throne Zhou literary norm, the basic colour term for black is . [This confi rms the previous studies of Baxter (1983) and Wu (2011) ].
In the Qin-Han-Jin literary norm, the Sui-Tang-Song literary norm and the modern linguistic norm of Chinese, the basic colour term for black is identically . [This confi rms the previous studies of Yáo (1988) and Wu (2011) ].
In the Min linguistic norm, the basic colour term for black is . [This confi rms the previous study of Xiè (2008) ]. 
